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WEEKLY FINANCIAL NEWSLETTER 

 

ARE YOU READY, HISTORY REPEATS AND WE REMAIN IGNORANT 

 

Dear Members, 

Many market pundits came to predict market trend with their own theories. For 

example, the “Black Swan” theory looks for unexpected, extreme events that are 

expected to make huge impact and create paradigm shifts to markets or the 

world. Through planetary movement we have tried to predict market trends and 

we have been very successful in the longer term but on the shorter term horizon 

we always struggled to call tops in any market. 

Now, since last few months we have been targeting a fall in stock prices anytime 

after 2 October 2010, and this weaker trend will remain until the end of October. 

This is again a testing time for Astro work because this shorter term correction is 

significant and inevitable as per our theory. However, this shorter term correction 

will give birth to a true longer term bull market. On October 4, Monday, 

correction should start anytime, likely without any particularly breaking news, and 

surely within eight trading sessions market will fall sharply. There will be investor 

nightmares and asset prices will fall sharply around the globe. A free fall like 

phenomenon cannot be ruled out. This correction will be nasty but will only last 

for a short period “few weeks”, and again, a great buying opportunity will arrive 

by the end of October or early part of November.  

Last week European markets remained weak as expected, and Asian markets 

traded more positively. USA stocks were also somewhat directionless. 

Soft commodities came down sharply, especially cotton came limit down for two 

trading sessions. 

Grains traded limit down on Friday and our fear proved very right there. 

Oil traded positive, and gas came down. 

Metals remained in an upbeat mood and base metals also continued to follow in 

lock steps with precious metals. 
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Let’s see what planets say on shorter, medium and longer term trends on 

financial markets. 

 

Weekly newsletter from 4 to 8 OCTOBER 

 

GOLD/SILVER 

Gold hit all time high and silver was trading at thirty-year high last week. Buyers 

remained in an absolutely 

upbeat mood without any 

cautiousness. Party is going on 

in metals, which hit headlines 

of nearly all major media 

during the week, but many 

precious metal stocks were 

unable to break to the upside. 

Our warning will end at the 

end of October in precious 

metals so four negative weeks 

are pending in metals.  

In this wave charts we see 

second week of October (11-

15) getting more negative for metals specially Mars and Venus combinations 

because power of strength dropping sharply from 10 to 3 so negative waves will 

bring down metals. Jupiter and Moon power will try to bring metals up from 

day’s low so expect huge volatility in metals during the month of October.  

This week gold and silver will remain positive till Tuesday and may make new 

highs again but we have to watch Tuesday because it is day which will provide a 

clear path to metals.  
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From late Wednesday in USA trading session or early Thursday in European 

market gold and silver will fall sharply and this weakness will continue for the rest 

of the week. 

Trading range for gold will be $1,326 to $1,288 and silver $22.28 to $21.18. If they 

break the upside or downside boundaries then they will move three percent in 

that direction. 

Warning: After Tuesday, it will not be safe time for the “safe haven” investments. 

HUI and XAU index will correct sharply. 

  

COPPER/PATINUM/PALLADIUM 

Last week base metals remained positive with precious metals but were unable to 

trade even close to previous highs. 

This week base metals will fall sharply from late Wednesday or Thursday and the 

fall will be almost inevitable. Sell base metals without fear as they are entering 

into a bear trend and this bear trend will be quite nasty for base metals. 

Copper can come down to $302 in the next three weeks, platinum can fall up to 

$1,290 and Palladium $365. 

Base metals will have free falls. 

  

CURRENCIES 

Dollar suffered a huge setback last week. Both positive AND negative economic 

data were pulling down USD. Once again faith from USD has virtually vanished, 

and other currencies were raising their heads against USD. Last four weeks’ call on 

dollar buyer went wrong but we are still optimistic about dollar as our longer 

term indication is still showing dollar’s raging bull market ahead.                

This week dollar will start strongly from late Tuesday, gaining against all 

currencies. Trading range for dollar will be 78.00 to 79.88. Wednesday to Friday 

each day dollar will rise.00 
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Commodity currencies are just following Euro. Canadian dollar is showing 

weakness and this weakness will be well in place from this week. Australian will 

start getting weaker as well and from Thursday it will fall sharply. 

Side currencies were trading very strong. Our prediction in side currencies last 

week also came wrong, but surely from next week we will see weakness in the 

secondary currencies. 

Swiss Franc and Yen remained positive and both of these currencies are ready to 

give in so get ready for huge falls in Yen and Franc from Tuesday. This weakness 

will remain for shorter, medium and longer term so plan your trades accordingly. 

Among all currencies Pound’s astro charts have the weakest indications, so avoid 

trading Pound. Those who like to short pound can go ahead and take a trade. 

Range for pound will be 1.5920 to 1.5470. 

I don’t know what will make all these currencies to fall with commodities and 

stocks but surely something quite negative is on the way unexpectedly. 

  

OIL 

This week oil will move higher. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday oil will make 

multi months highs. We see oil going up to $84.80. RB gas and Heating oil will also 

move up. Thursday and Friday oil will fall sharply back to $79.80. 

Natural gas will remain weak for this week except Monday and some recovery will 

also come on Tuesday but overall it will remain weak and it may make new lows. 

  

GRAINS 

Last week grains had a major setback as predicted. Lately our grains, soft and 

Treasury bond predictions have been right on the mark. Metals, currencies and 

oil, however, remained off track. Stock market trend we are expecting weak from 

this week so we will watch and see if our prophecy get fulfilled or not. 

Soybean, corn, soy meal, soy oil and wheat had major setback even though 

overall commodity sentiment was bullish and for dollar, bearish. 
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This year’s bottoming 

out and rise in grains 

gave handsome 

returns to our 

members. Since last 

three week we have 

been recommending 

booking profits as we 

saw sharp corrections 

in grains. Also two 

week back we 

mentioned that safest 

time to re-enter the 

grains trades will be 

mid November so wait 

until that period 

starts. 

This week weaker 

trend will continue in 

grains and in shorter 

term we see corn 

coming to $452 and 

Soy $982. Wheat will 

also remain weak but 

not as weak as corn 

and soy.  

Last week we 

recommended selling 

grains ETF’s DBA, JJG, 

MOO, GRA. These ETFs 

moved down sharply. 

Those who missed 

opportunity in trading 

these ETFs can enter 

even now specially 

DBA and JJG.  
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COOFFEE/COTTON 

Last week cotton came limit 

down for two days, falling 

from $106.8 to $97.80. This 

is what happens in thinly 

traded commodities.  Our 

outlook for cotton is bearish 

so stay shorts in cotton, and 

cotton’s ETFs. Our next 

target in cotton is 91.80. 

Coffee prices also remained 

very volatile and we don’t 

recommend any shorts in 

coffee as we see prices 

moving to new levels after 

mid-October. Buy coffee at 

lower levels. Much less 

riskier price will be $165.  

 

SUGAR/COCOA/ORANGE JUICE/LUMBER

All these soft commodities 

our outlook for cocoa is also very positive for longer term BUT shorter term we 

see uncertainty in financial market so avoid holding any position in any soft 

commodities. 

Sugar will move down significa

Tuesday it will trade positive.

  

TREASURY BOND 

This week bond prices will remain range bound. I don’t recommend any trade in 

Treasury bond at this stage as planets are not giving any clear signal. We see bond 

making new highs again in coming few weeks.
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see uncertainty in financial market so avoid holding any position in any soft 

Sugar will move down significantly from Wednesday on, while Monday and 

Tuesday it will trade positive. 

This week bond prices will remain range bound. I don’t recommend any trade in 

Treasury bond at this stage as planets are not giving any clear signal. We see bond 

g new highs again in coming few weeks. 
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STOCK MARKETS 

Finally our crash day is approaching. Last week European market suffered, Asian 

and USA market remain stable. India is riding high, along with Indonesia and 

Philippine markets, both reaching historic highs. Brazil is also trying to catch up in 

this emerging market race. 

Everything seems to be in favor of the stock markets, especially central bank 

policies and money flows. Everyone is asking me what will bring the sharp 

corrections in stocks and my answer is “selling wave”. None stop selling wave can 

dominate all stock markets and markets will fall like there is no tomorrow so 

please GET READY. 

This coming crash in stocks will make 1987 memories fresh again. In simple 

words, crash is coming between 4 to 12, October 2010. 

Sell Asian market, European markets and USA markets fearlessly from Monday. 

 

Analysis of the month of Oct, 2010: 10 point is highest where indicates that in 

shorter term markets won’t go up. Level zero is risk free buy. Wave indicates 

that second week of Oct looks horrible and fourth week looks stabilizing 

because force of negativity will reach at low.  

First Week Second Week Third Week Fourth Week

Saturn wave 8.8 6.8 3.3 2

Mercury Wave 8.1 7.1 3 0.9

Moon Wave 9 8.5 4.01 0.2

Venus wave 9 5.2 2.3 1
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BEST ADVICE: TAKE TRADES ON BELOW NOTE 

Crash in stock market and commodities are coming any time between 4 Oct to 14 

October. Again, crash will be very sharp and deep so prepare yourself for this 

extreme volatility, and take very limited risk in markets. I warn stock traders as 

well COMMODITY traders to get rid of their long positions. 

I don’t know how big this fall will be in commodities and stocks but surely it will 

leave a huge impact in investors’ mind because it will be unexpected and not 

stoppable for a few day or weeks. 

I believe that after this coming twelve days you will say yourself that there was a 

hidden reason why you subscribed our services.   

Note: Those who don’t want to take big risk in future trading, they can play with 

ETF’s and call/Puts options. 

Don’t sell alternative energy stocks (solar, uranium, wind and electric/battery). 

You can hedge you holding with selling tech and banking stocks because coming 

planetary will bring again concern in markets.  

Take this seriously - Jupiter indicates that, there will be big announcement from 

Fed policy changes and some new regulations coming for markets which will 

upset global investment community.  

  

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma,  

Prediction date, 3 Oct 2010 

 

 

 


